ASK THE EXPERT

How to Prevent
Pulley Slippage
THE QUESTION
I’m not able to get a good connection
between the pulley and shaft in my drive
assembly. Could you explain the various
ways of connecting a pulley to a shaft to
prevent the pulley from slipping?

Expert response provided by SDP/SI: There are a
variety of methods used to attach pulleys to shafts. Knowing
the advantages and disadvantages of each one will help you
make a better choice when installing drive components into
your assembly. Using the appropriate method for your application can go a long way in preventing damage and possible equipment failure. Consideration should also be given
to field service needs.
Controlled tolerances between the shaft and pulley prevent slipping and can be achieved through various mounting
devices or fastening methods.
Types of connections between shaft and pulley:
• Set-screw
• Fairloc
• Press-fit
• Shaft-lock
• Shaft extenders
• Clamp
Structure: advantages and disadvantages of each:
Set-screw type connection is a simple, inexpensive way to
connect a pulley to a shaft. The pulley requires an additional
extension (Hub) on which, perpendicular to the direction of
the shaft a hole or holes are drilled and tapped.
Drilling and tapping can be performed on any type of material the pulley is made of, most common are aluminum,
stainless steel, steel, and plastics with a metal or reinforced
hub.
Disadvantages: requires additional axial space because of
the hub’s projection; torque transmission is limited in comparison to press-fit and shaft lock types. In addition, different
types of set screw tips can damage the surface of the shaft.
Fairloc type is an easy way to connect the pulley to the
shaft.
Two slots are machined into the hub — one oriented radially, the other angularly — to create a transverse wedge which
remains attached to the solid portion of the hub on one side.
The resultant cantilevered clamping section has a tapped
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Figure 1 Set-screw type connection is a simple, inexpensive way to
connect pulley to shaft.

hole to accept a cap screw which passes through a clearance
hole in the solid portion of the hub, and into a threaded hole
in the transverse wedge section. As the screw is tightened,
the cantilevered section clamps the shaft securely.
The compact, self-contained design reduces misalignment
and can be tightened and released repeatedly without marring the shaft. Produced in stainless steel, aluminum and
brass, it is well suited for applications that require moderate torque and speed. For optimal performance Fairloc hubs
require controlled tolerances between the shaft and pulley
(suggested clearance fit .0001"/.0008"). For high-torque/
high-speed applications, shaft locks are a better option.
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Figure 2 Fairloc type is an easy way to connect pulley to shaft.

Press fit type, especially for metal on metal, is a good option for applications requiring tight concentricity/runout.
This method performs well in low/moderate torque (20–30
lbs × in.) applications, even for high rotational speeds. Good
for devices where space constraint is a concern.
Disadvantages: requires very precise tolerances on the
bore of the pulley and on the pilot surface of the shaft. Not all
combinations of materials provide the same torque capacity
of the press fit.
Shaft lock type is a very robust way to connect a pulley to
a shaft; good for high-speed applications as well. It is recommended for mechanisms where axial space is of concern;
doesn’t require extremely precise tolerances on the pilot
surfaces. These devices are made of various types of metals
(steel is preferred).
Disadvantages: a more expensive option (requires additional component, the shaft lock). Some of the shaft lock devices, especially the heavy duty ones, are not easily installed
and even more difficult to uninstall.
Shaft extenders are used where large axial distances between components need to be compensated. When produced in stainless steel they provide the best performance
for high-torque (70–80 lbs × in.) and high-speed applications.
Disadvantages: requires high precision shafting and very
tight concentricity between bore and the shaft O.D.
Clamp type requires additional clamp to connect a split
hub pulley and a shaft. Clamps come in a variety of configurations; balanced clamps are used for high-torque applications.
Disadvantage: additional component — the clamp. Requires controlled tolerances on pilot surfaces, some of the
constructions are difficult to assemble. Usage of clamps has
declined as easier to use connecting methods have been developed.
Applications:
Set-screw: in mechanisms used for shop manual tools
Fairloc: aerospace, avionics, medical, printing, scanning
devices
Shaft lock: power tools, oil industry
Shaft extenders: drilling devices

Figure 3 Shaft lock type is robust way to connect pulley to shaft; good for
high-speed applications as well.

Figure 4 Shaft extenders are used where large axial distances between
components need to be compensated.

When attaching the pulley to the shaft you have a number
of choices; one method may work better in your application
than another. It is important to have a basic understanding
of your drive system and keep the following points in mind:
torque and speed requirements, accessibility, material and
cost.
SDP/SI (Stock Drive Products/Sterling Instrument) provides mechatronic-based design, engineering and manufacturing services for industrial and commercial applications.
Contact: sdp-sisupport@sdp-si.com.
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